The Plymouth Rock Company
695 Atlantic Avenue
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Chairman’s Letter
February 9, 2006

To Our Shareholders:
Were the bottom line the only test of a fine year, 2005 would be as fine as could be. Net income for the
Plymouth Rock family of companies was up almost 27% to $46.5 million. This is a record result by a
wide margin. There are two reasons, though, for tempering our exuberance just a bit. One is that
overall volume for the group went down for the first time in many years, and not because we were
trimming away customers we didn’t want or turning away risks at insufficient prices. The other is that
2005 was among the most profitable years in the history of our industry, both nationally and in our
principal states. Industry-wide results that border on excessively good always contain the seeds of their
own undoing. So Hal and I urge that we all celebrate a good 2005, but not without thinking how much
nicer it would have been if we had earned these profits in a year when we were growing and the rest of
the property casualty insurance business was struggling.
The accompanying audited financials, prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles, show the year’s results in detail. Common shareholders’ equity at year-end stood at $197
million, reflecting a 21% increase since December 31, 2004. On a per-share basis, fully diluted net
income was $255 and the book value increased from $886 to $1077. This sizable gain in equity helped
once again to boost the cumulative book value return on capitalization from Plymouth Rock’s 1983
inception. That number, an internal rate of return index of how an original investor would have done
without applying any multiple to book value, has moved up another third of a point to 18.3%. Though
not quite my long-standing target of 20%, this would not be a bad rate at which to have compounded
your investment over 22 years. The true IRR on the investment, however, has been higher to the extent
that our market multiple to book exceeds unity. An outside appraiser estimates the market value, and
thus the market multiple, every year. The appraiser last year estimated that the company was worth
about 2.3 times its book value, after a 20% discount for lack of marketability. This sounds reasonable
enough, but a private company has no direct way of proving the accuracy of a market worth estimate.
Enjoying as we do the blessed freedom from distractions and governance conflicts that our private
company status affords us, we are not likely to find out soon how a public market would value Plymouth
Rock.
Just as our true economic value as an enterprise is not immediately apparent from the financials, the
picture of our scale that the GAAP income statement offers is similarly contracted. As is the custom in
this annual letter, I can try to give you a better estimate of scale. Where we manage a reciprocal insurer
group, the GAAP income statement recognizes only the service fees to the management companies we
own, not the premiums of the much larger insurers. The New Jersey insurers we manage together wrote
$672 million in premiums during 2005. The same concept applies to Pilgrim’s servicing business on
behalf of clients. Pilgrim’s fees, including pass-through expenses, are reflected on the income statement
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as about $25 million, while the premiums it managed were close to $57 million. Even the underwriting
companies are bigger than they might appear on the income statement, since the top line on the income
statement each year is reduced by net reinsurance ceded and unearned premium reserve increases. The
three underwriting companies had a gross premium volume of $335 million in 2005, versus the $227
million in net premiums earned that are displayed on the income statement. My calculation of our
group’s 2005 scale puts us at $1.06 billion in gross premiums written, more than twice our income
statement revenues.
Looking at the year’s profits in broad perspective, it is useful to separate the underwriting results from
the management results and both of these from investment results. This past year, the three New
England underwriting companies earned a net income of $20.4 million, just over 6% on their gross
premiums. While I’d like to see the ratio a little higher, 7.5% of direct premiums to be specific, this is a
good showing. The three insurance management companies, which are only expected to earn about half
as much per unit of premium volume, earned a net income of $23.2 million, or 3.2% of managed
premiums and very close to the appropriate target. The holding companies added $2.9 million to the
gains. The total return on investments in the 2005 calendar year ranked below the average for the last
ten years’ results, but comfortably beat the benchmark return for the year. Total return on the Plymouth
Rock Companies’ portfolio was 4.7%, which you can compare to 5.0% in the year prior and an average
of about 7.7% from inception. To add a bit of perspective to these numbers, one should also consider
that the contribution to economic profit above and beyond the fixed-income benchmark return in 2005
was 356 basis points, which exceeds our long-term mean result by about a hundred basis points and last
year’s equivalent number by about 35 points. The relatively low absolute return was principally a
reflection of a low interest rate environment. Reported profits were helped by the partial liquidation of a
strategic investment in Ping An Insurance Company (of China). We made a profit of $1.0 million pretax on an investment of $10,000 in that company, a percentage result we may never repeat. We took an
income statement gain of $6.6 million before taxes on Gillette shares as well, following that company’s
acquisition by Proctor & Gamble. The after-tax contribution of these two gains to 2005 net income was
close to $5 million.
The disappointments this year were predominantly in New Jersey, our largest state. That state, which
has been a heavily regulated jurisdiction for as long as I remember, has moved decisively toward a more
typical free-market insurance environment. In itself, this should have been neutral news for us -- though
it may prove to disappoint New Jersey’s urban consumers. For a company like ours less regulation
means more competitors, but it also brings more flexibility for creative underwriting and marketing
strategies. The change has not been neutral so far. Not only did we lose more business than we should
have to effective companies that entered the state as the rules changed, but the strongest of these,
GEICO, had also been our largest agency in the state. GEICO had for some years referred to Palisades,
through a GEICO-owned agency, their policyholders moving to New Jersey from other jurisdictions.
Palisades has lost over three quarters of that business in the past two years, much of it having flowed
back to GEICO when the cute little lizard re-entered the state. Overall, Palisades’ written premium fell
by nearly 10% in 2005. That is a reduction of $16 million. The loss of the GEICO agency relationship
probably accounted for half of this total, including both business lost and new business not gained
during the year. Another $4 million was the result of reductions in rates, rather than lost exposure units.
That means less than half of the reduction came from loss of customers, or failure to attract new
customers, at our independent agencies. The independent agency book held up relatively well. Still, we
lost business in 2005. These were good customers, written at profitable rates, and there is nothing
propitious about losing them. Unplanned shrinkage in volume makes me uncomfortable whenever it
occurs. In this case, we all saw it coming. Hal and Gerry Wilson and I are all culpable in not having
devoted more time, and earlier, to defense and alternative growth strategies.
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It is true, at the same time, that Palisades had a splendid combined ratio for the year, in the Elysian
Fields of the eighties. But I don’t want to find us in the situation of the farmer whose farm of a hundred
acres was reduced in size ten acres last year by a bank foreclosure and another ten looks likely to go the
same way this year and the next. It’s not a problem, the farmer smiles. The farm was too large to work
efficiently at a hundred acres, and he got more crop out of the ninety this year than he had previously
gotten from the hundred. When it’s eighty, says he, it will be even more efficient and the crop will be
larger still. You can see where this is headed. Our companies need to grow to thrive. At year-end, the
Palisades exposure count indeed appeared to have stabilized. Gerry Wilson and his Palisades team
deserve considerable credit for this. Perhaps next year we can count Palisades among the companies
that benefited from the regulatory changes in New Jersey. I still caution our people, though, that the
state’s regulatory environment is not stable. In a good enough period for auto insurers -- and this one
has been spectacular -- a state can curtail relative rate regulation and still see premiums fall in the
suburbs while burying the potential crisis in the cities. As the cycle corrects, however, rates may spin
out of control in the urban areas. Compulsory automobile insurance is too imbued with public policy,
and too naturally income-regressive a product, to be left to a pure free market. The New Jersey
regulatory story isn’t over yet.
Premiums managed at High Point, like those at Palisades, fell in 2005. Gross premiums written by the
High Point insurers declined from $568 million in 2004 to $521 million in 2005. This is a drop of 8.2%.
The decline in premiums in force was more like 11%. Rate level reductions in automobile insurance
accounted for about a fifth of this drop. The rest represented the departure of auto insurance customers,
virtually none of them shed at our own initiative. Ironically, while homeowners business was
strategically curtailed during the year, increases in average premium more than made up for the
declining unit count in that line’s 2005 results. The decrease was all in automobile insurance. The
problem at High Point is more serious than that at Palisades because the reduction was in no measure
due to a one-time reclamation of another company’s agency business. All of the customers lost were
from High Point’s principal distribution channel. The business lost, like the business retained, was quite
good. The combined ratio at High Point in 2005 was about 96%, up only a point or so from last year’s
pleasing results.
One thing we can surely say about the loss of business is that it was not from poor service. We believe
that High Point will be in a tie for the second lowest count of valid auto insurance consumer complaints
when the New Jersey Department of Insurance tally is published. To put Jim Tignanelli’s achievement
in context, a number of large and prominent auto insurers traditionally have complaint rates on the New
Jersey list dozens of times the rate we expect High Point to show. We understand that High Point,
however, will fall short of being number one on the honor roll in the Insurance Department listing, and it
has some rough competition to challenge for that honor in the future. You guessed it. We have been
informed that, just like last year, the best record among the listed insurers, when both size and complaint
count are considered, will belong to Palisades.
If it wasn’t service, wasn’t a one-time recapture of agency business, and wasn’t lack of enthusiasm on
High Point’s part, what was responsible for the volume decline? One element could have been rates.
High Point might have lowered or segmented its rates a bit more, and accepted a higher combined ratio
at least on some parts of the book, to prepare for competition with the new entrants. Another contributor
could have been lack of branding. This was the second full year of operating without the benefit of the
Prudential name. We have not sought to make High Point Insurance a household phrase. Possibly, too,
there was something amiss in the customer-agency-company communications chain. I wish I could give
you a more rigorous answer. What seems certain is that we have something to fix. Competition in
newly deregulated New Jersey is still heating up, with Progressive having just recently made its entry.
Even if the turn of the cycle and a few years of experience with deregulation will lead to a counter-
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reaction among urban insureds in New Jersey, the next few years promise to be highly competitive.
High Point will have to define and communicate its value proposition more effectively. That is a top
priority for 2006, and the Boards of both High Point and The Plymouth Rock Company can count on
briefings at every meeting along the way. I am optimistic. As Gerry Wilson likes to say: “New Jersey
is a no complacency zone” for us. He and Jim Tignanelli are an exceptionally strong team.
Pilgrim Insurance is the eldest, and smallest, sister of our three insurance management companies. That
doesn’t make it unappreciated, however. In 2005, it contributed $3 million to the overall bottom line,
with relatively little risk and a 30% return on equity. Ellen Wilcox would say that the high ROE is
available because Pilgrim’s real equity as a manager is sweat equity, work rather than balance sheet
commitments -- and she would, of course, be right. In any event, Pilgrim is a much valued winner in
our family of carriers. Its premiums under management rose about 3% over the prior year, despite rate
decreases in the Massachusetts book it oversees. Profits rose by nearly 11%, indicating continued good
management of the company’s expenses. Ellen is ready to take on more of the world, and Hal and I
both encourage her to do just that. Her first step will be to service assigned risk business in New Jersey.
Twin Lights, the company that will take on that task, is open for business already.
The three underwriting companies account for one third of the Plymouth Rock family’s premiums and
about 44% of its profits. These are the companies where we must commit substantial capital in
proportion to the premium we write, and where we directly and immediately bear underwriting risk.
The total amount of capital committed to Plymouth Rock Assurance Corporation, Bunker Hill, and Mt.
Washington Assurance is about $125 million, so the return on equity from underwriting was almost 19%
in 2005. Plymouth Rock Assurance’s performance had been good in 2004. In 2005, it was better. The
combined ratio improved from 99% to 95%, with both the net loss ratio and the net expense ratio lower
than the year prior. The all-inclusive expense ratio, covering claim adjustment and investment costs as
well as all underwriting expenses, stood at 35.7%, still too high by a few points but lower than it has
been for many years. Plymouth Rock Assurance, for the second consecutive year, was the fastest
growing top-ten writer in Massachusetts. The bad news is that, while premiums written in Connecticut
rose about $1 million, premiums written in New Hampshire fell by $3.1 million. Expanding Plymouth
Rock Assurance’s New England footprint continues to be one of the less successful efforts in our
Company’s history. The loss ratio quality of the business we have in New Hampshire and Connecticut
is entirely satisfactory. The lack of volume must be owed to a combination of our unsophisticated
product offerings, which provide attractive rates to an overly select subset of drivers, and an insufficient
marketing focus in New Hampshire. Both of these issues should be addressed in 2006.
The much debated regulatory changes in store for Massachusetts were not a factor in 2005 results. As
you will remember, the Commissioner was stayed by the courts from scrapping the residual market
reinsurance pool in favor of an assigned risk plan. Attention then turned to the Legislature, and the
Governor filed a bill which would not only grant the necessary authority for establishing an assigned
risk plan to the Commissioner, but would also change profoundly the ways rates are made and regulated.
The Governor’s office says it does not want to abandon the partial flattening of rates across cities and
more rural areas that has characterized Massachusetts since the 1970’s, but the Governor’s bill makes no
provision for maintaining that tempering. Similarly, the Governor’s office says it wants to reward good
drivers, but the proposed legislation would appear to allow premium rates to be set with more emphasis
on socio-economic factors such as credit history and occupation, and less on driving record than is
currently the case. The Legislature has not acted as yet. The mayors of Boston and several other cities,
the state’s leading consumer groups, the Attorney General, and the leading newspaper have said that
they do not support the Governor’s bill as written, but it is far from dead. Legislative spending by the
industry is the highest, and the campaign the most intense, I have ever seen in this state’s insurance
wars.
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Meanwhile, the Commissioner has acted, well within her current authority, to cure the greatest of the
unfairnesses in the present residual market system. By assigning risks to companies by agent, and thus
in “lumps” that may include many risks at a time, the system inevitably renders some companies lucky
and some unlucky. Those who are skillful at handling claims or clever in manipulating the subtleties of
the assignment process can enhance the effects of initial assignment luck. The problem for the
Department was that, while luck and trickiness are not deserving of rewards, claims skill must be
rewarded fully if claim fraud is to be held in check. Companies can invest profitably over time in
learning the ruses of the occasional rogue agency and its confederates in crime. We try to do that
actively here at Plymouth Rock. The Commissioner was thus faced with a hard problem: how to
redistribute the assignment burden more equally without undermining the incentive to handle the claims
professionally. She chose a one-time redistribution of the assignments, taking the best and worst
assigned agencies from companies whose results were different from the mean and reallocating them to
make every company’s assignment load an equal burden. This is not an ideal solution, because it
ignores the differential fraud-prevention efforts that contributed to the unequal results, but Plymouth
Rock supported it as better than leaving the currently excessive disparities in place. We did so in the
hope, however, that any such redistribution will be quite infrequent. Redistribution of assignments was
an extreme remedy, not in itself a positive step. It disrupts customers and honorable agencies as well as
the less numerous cheaters, and it undermines any incentive for companies to invest in long-term fraud
prevention. We will be disappointed on public policy grounds if it happens again soon.
Our results will be hurt a little, but not intolerably, by the redistribution of 2006. That’s the cost of the
cure. We do not feel threatened financially by the looming legislative debate, but we hope the
Legislature is not blinded into abandoning the aspects of the unique Massachusetts system that have
worked well. Our percentage of uninsured drivers is among the lowest anywhere in the country; our
rates have risen less rapidly in the past decade than those of 48 states and at only half the national
average rate of increase; our customers are not condemned to assigned risk status on grounds unrelated
to driving records; and our urban-rural premium relativities are moderated to prevent untenable
disparities. We could support legislation if it locked in these features of today’s system that work so
effectively in the consumers’ interests, and ultimately in the industry’s. We would hope that any
legislation dealt a blow to the self-interested decision making so inexorably linked to a powerful and
company-dominated residual market board with wide-ranging powers. That would be the single best
signal Massachusetts could send that our state’s system is fair and welcoming to all companies willing
to accept our consumer protections.
Bunker Hill Insurance Company, the New England homeowners writer, had a reasonably good year. Its
premiums rose about 1% to $37 million, and its net income rose by 25% to $1.5 million. John Tierney
can also be credited with strengthening the reinsurance protection at reasonable cost, a prerequisite for
more growth in the future. This is no small accomplishment given that the storm modelers keep
increasing their estimates of maximum damage potential from East Coast hurricanes. Bunker Hill’s
return on equity, at 12%, however, is still below par. Homeowners insurance, with concentration
primarily in one state and a full acquisition load, is a tough business.
If Plymouth Rock evaluates its investment results for 2005 by comparison of the portfolio’s
performance to its agreed-upon benchmarks, our year can be described as nothing short of excellent.
Had we cared only about absolute levels of return, I would have described the results differently. The
overall total return was 4.7%, which is lower in absolute magnitude than we have averaged in the past.
Rick Childs, Jim Bailey, and I continue to take responsibility for the portfolios. As is always the case
for Plymouth Rock, the results were dominated by the fixed-income returns, and this holds much of the
explanation for the numbers. All bonds taken together produced a return of only 1.9% in 2005, which is
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quite low by historical tests. The benchmark performance, though, for bonds of the intermediate
duration and conservative grade we like was only 1.2% in 2005. To have beaten the index by more than
half again, without adding credit risk and actually decreasing duration risk, is a rare accomplishment of
which Rick and Standish Mellon, our outside fixed-income advisor, can be proud. An environment of
low yields and falling prices is never a rich one for fixed-income investors.
The stock market was better to us. Our six-stock marketable equity portfolio, which still contains the
closely watched Merck as a component, rose by 11.9% for the year, handily beating the S&P gain of
less than 5%. That result approaches our ambitious target level, although it falls short of the 20% IRR
that still characterizes our stock market performance from its inception. One concern we have discussed
internally about the marketable equity portfolio is its unaccustomed current concentration in jumbo
capitalization stocks. Plymouth Rock has done reasonably well with shares of some of the very largest
companies in the world, but an inconsistency with our theory of markets nags me. To perform as well
against the market as we have in the past, theory suggests we should buy stocks in companies whose
future prospects we understand better than the market does. That can’t be an easy task with respect to
the most heavily studied companies in the world. We will consider some new equity holdings to
supplement the super-giants.
How do we feel about 4.7% overall returns? Insurance company investment officers all over the
country, I suspect, are asking themselves a similar question. It is hard not to compare insurance results
with the higher returns of more glamorous portfolios, such as the top university endowments, that have
gotten so much press attention recently. Much of the difference in outcomes lies simply in the relative
freedom of these other portfolios from the regulatory, accounting, liquidity, and rating agency
constraints that impel insurers toward fixed-income holdings. Part of the difference may arise from the
top performers’ greater scale, which gets them access to opportunities not generally available to many
insurers of our size class and allows payment of star compensation to large teams of nationally known
professionals. Jim and Rick and I run a lean shop. These are differences we can not do anything about,
at least anytime soon. Another distinction may be in preferences with respect to asset allocation. Even
constrained insurers could shift their allocations a little by cutting back on fixed-income holdings,
common equities and real estate holdings to make room for more equity alternative vehicles such as
hedge funds, venture funds, and buyout firms. Plymouth Rock already holds a smaller share of its
portfolio in bonds than the typical member of our peer group in Massachusetts, and the conversation
here is ongoing about our optimal mix. Let me share some individual thoughts on some of the choices.
The appellation “hedge fund” strikes me as not in itself informative. Hedge funds are not so much an
investment class, but a collective name for a wide range of strategies, some relatively conservative and
some quite risky, whose common element is that they are subject to less disclosure and less regulatory
supervision than traditional investment vehicles. To the extent that any individual fund is more
leveraged than we would think wise, or its strategies are not reasonably transparent to us, these
investments will run contrary to much we have said about portfolio philosophy here. Some hedge funds,
on the other hand, have met our standards, and we are pleased to be involved with them. The venture
capital business has an appeal based on its location in a segment of the equity market where competitive
efficiency is necessarily low. One concern, however, is that, after a few slow years, the best venture
firms are increasingly well funded again, and average returns should be falling. We are attracted only
by exceptional talent and track records in venture management. It is plausible, I admit, that the whole
venture field may prosper beyond market expectations and my own, continuing to have generally
outsized returns. This could occur if the world of business is entering an era of accelerating change, in
which the giant companies of today will be replaced ever faster by unfamiliar challengers, who will then
in turn yield their dominance to even newer players. In that world, branding in technology-driven
products would be less and less durable and innovation rewarded above all. Even if we foresaw a future
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like that, Plymouth Rock would have to accept somewhat reduced venture returns because the speedy
decision making and technological prognostication required for direct venture investing have not been
our preferred skills, and instead we would gradually increase our participation in carefully selected
funds.
Private equity buyout firms are a particularly interesting vehicle class, both for investment purposes and
as an economics study. The top performing buyout firms (though apparently not the entire class of
firms) have experienced greatly outsized returns for decades now, and their well of new capital seems
not to be running dry. In fact, the well is gushing as we enter 2006. The question of the moment is
whether the inflow of capital is yet enough to correct the market inefficiencies that permitted the abovemarket returns. These returns in my view come largely from altering inertial conditions in the corporate
world. To the extent that private companies and entrenched public companies are loyal to familiar
management teams, constrain boldness, or shy away from leveraged capital structures, there can be
opportunities for private equity firms to earn high returns by forcing upon them these market-favored
rigors. Social benefit is not necessarily automatic, but it seems clear enough that this strategy can be
profitable for investors in a low interest rate environment when applied with exceptional competence.
No one really knows how to quantify the aggregate opportunity of this sort in the United States, or in the
free enterprise world, but it could be greater than even the jumbo funds of today can take advantage of.
Enough capital will fill any such gap over sufficient time, of course, but for now we may be inclined to
add to our allocation for the ablest and most honorable firms in the private equity category. You all
know that I am involved with the general partnership at Lindsay, Goldberg & Bessemer, so Jim and
Rick make the recommendations without me when that firm is under consideration.
The Plymouth Rock portfolio at year-end 2005 was invested 66% in bonds and cash, 13% in marketable
equities, 7% in illiquid or strategic equities, 7% in real estate and 7% in equity equivalents. While we
think this is an appropriate allocation for a conservative financial institution, we will continue our
conversation about the mix. Don’t expect radical changes. None of us would feel good about
substantially increasing our risk profile or about chasing yesterday’s returns into tomorrow’s world.
Mory Katz runs Response Insurance, in which Plymouth Rock and I own strategic investment interests.
Response has, since 1997, offered direct-to-the-consumer auto insurance policies at highly competitive
rates in a number of states -- other than Massachusetts. As chairman, I work with Mory on financial
planning, hiring, and key strategy decisions. My originally contemplated term of ten years as the
chairman of Response ended this past September. I offered to stay on a while longer or leave the
Response Board of Directors, at the choice of the majority shareholders. After lengthy discussions, it
was agreed that I should stay as chairman of Response until November 30 of 2006, and then presumably
turn over the reins to the other investors. Response has now had three years in the black. It has not,
however, performed to investor -- or, for that matter, my own -- expectations. It’s an extremely sound
company, and moving every year in the right direction. It has the loss ratio and spending discipline, the
IT systems, the regulatory relationships, the footprint, the service mentality and the officer talent to
become a major carrier in its field. Still, over the ten-year haul, its progress has been slower than
anticipated. I had hoped that by now Response would be at least a $200 million company, a scale at
which the expense ratio would fall within normal industry ranges, and that it would have demonstrated
its ability to grow profitably and rapidly at reasonable marketing cost metrics. Instead, Response is a
$135 million enterprise, still short of the scale point, and the growth engine remains unproven.
To achieve the full success I have always sought for Response, with an attrition rate of about 15% on
existing policies, that company must generate good new business volume equal to 35% of its current
book of business. Just as important, it must do so spending less than 35 cents on the dollar to generate
that business. When it can do this, maintaining a favorable loss ratio at all times, Response will be the
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“20-20 company” it ought to be: an exciting and highly valued enterprise that can earn a 20% return on
capital with a 20% growth rate. Despite continued progress toward the right metrics, Response was not
able to grow with those metrics in 2005, and it is unlikely it can close the full gap even in a good 2006.
It is, however, on the right track to succeed without the need for adopting the riskier strategies of some
of its competitors. Mory and I are both confident, in fact, that time on the current course alone can get
Response to the metrics we seek, and that progress should be faster from here than it was in the early
years. The other owners, however, may not be as patient as we are. I continue to urge that the company
be given a chance to succeed and to realize the inherent ownership value that comes with a soundly built
direct response auto insurance company of the appropriate metrics. The investors would be wise not to
let impatience rule the day.
Our other significant strategic investment, Homesite Group, has no problem generating volume growth.
Homesite, which underwrites homeowners insurance risks throughout most of the country and gets its
business largely by referrals from large corporate partners, grew from $100 million in direct premiums
in force at the end of 2004 to $170 million in December of 2005. It counts as its partners such giants as
AIG Direct, GMAC Insurance, Prudential, and Wells Fargo, with others already contracted to come on
line in 2006. Just as important, Homesite has by now accumulated an expertise, and a reputation for
expertise, second to none in the $50 billion a year business of homeowners insurance coverage. Fabian
Fondriest, the company’s CEO, and Doug Batting, the COO, run a tight ship and imbue it with
impressive analytical discipline. Homesite is now the partner of first resort for blue chip partners who
don’t want to carry as much homeowners insurance risk as they can generate. This is an enviable
market position as long as Homesite doesn’t overexpose itself to homeowners catastrophe risk. Careful
risk underwriting (and letting partners know Homesite will not accept every risk or relieve them
principally of their catastrophe-prone exposures), geographic balance from the large scale down to the
most granular level, and prudent reinsurance purchasing are the tools that should allow the company to
manage its catastrophe exposure. Critically important to its success is that Homesite does not write auto
insurance business, where the temptation for concentration of risk is just about overwhelming for most
carriers. Knowledge is important, too. To that end, Homesite has recently added MIT Professor Kerry
Emanuel to its Board of Directors. Kerry is one of the top experts in the world on storms, weather, and
climate change.
Homesite’s loss ratio remains, as it has been from inception, excellent. Even in the year of Hurricane
Katrina (and, yes, we insured a few homes in New Orleans and along the Mississippi), the pure loss
ratio stayed under 60% -- not as low as prior years but an enviable result for 2005. This year,
Homesite’s scale will allow the general expense ratio to reach its targets, and acquisition expense has
never been a problem. I said above that a “20-20 company” was exciting, so Homesite should be more
than exciting since it is preparing to grow considerably faster than 20% at an ROE of that magnitude.
While there is lots of slip between cup and lip, I fully expect Homesite to be the second company I chair
to reach the billion-dollar scale mark. So does Jim Bailey. This confidence is demonstrated
unambiguously by the fact that The Plymouth Rock Company bought $5 million more of Homesite’s
stock in 2005 at the same arm’s length price paid by a knowledgeable outside investor; Jim Bailey
bought the same amount for his personal account; and High Point bought three times that much. This
year, Homesite will have to raise quite a bit more money than it raised in 2005 if it is to accept anywhere
near all of the sound business being offered to it by its partners. The future is hard to read, but my guess
at this moment is that, while Homesite will be able to raise the next tranche of capital privately, it may
eventually need the public market to supply it with appropriate capital for its business expansion.
I’ll close this year’s letter with discussion of two topics that affect the whole Plymouth Rock company
group: systems and executive talent. You are all familiar with what we call our Matrix project, which
will bring all of our principal systems capabilities in-house for the first time, establish a common IT
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